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Abstract. Adverse drug reactions can have serious consequences for
patients. Social media is a source of information useful for detecting
previously unknown side effects from a drug since users publish valuable
information about various aspects of their lives, including health care.
Therefore, detection of adverse drug reactions from social media becomes
one of the actual tools for pharmacovigilance. In this paper, we focus on
identification of adverse drug reactions from user reviews and formulate
this problem as a binary classification task. We developed a machine
learning classifier with a set of features for resolving this problem. Our
feature-rich classifier achieves significant improvements on a benchmark
dataset over baseline approaches and convolutional neural networks.
Keywords: adverse drug reactions, text mining, health social media
analytics, machine learning, deep learning
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Introduction

Detection of drug side effects is one of the main tasks in the pharmacy industry.
Before the release of the medication, a number of clinical trials are conducted
in order to detect side effects, which further fit into the drug’s instructions.
However, clinical trials do not allow to identify all drug side effects, because
some of them appear after long-term use of the drug or have an effect only on a
certain group of patients who did not participate in clinical trials. Recent work
have shown that 462 medical products were withdrawn from sales between 1950
and 2014 years [1]. Moreover, side effects appeared in the post-approval period
can cause serious problems to human health and even lead to death. [2–5]. The
detection of drug side effects in post-approval periods is a difficult challenge for
pharmacovigilance.
One of the methods of finding new side effects for released into the market
drugs is social media analysis [6]. With the development of social networks,
users often write about the problems associated with taking medications on
Twitter and various forums related to health and drugs. Manual processing such
a volume of text information is impossible, therefore methods of natural language

processing are widely used for automatic text processing [7–10] including to
extract information about adverse effects, as evidenced by a number of review
articles on this topic [11–15].
One of the tasks of detection of Adverse Drug Reactions (ADR) is to classify
any disease-related information. This classification task is necessary to remove
noise information and detect if the text contains mentions of side effects. Wee
formulatd the problem as a binary classification to determine whether this side
effect is adverse or not. The first class includes all the drug effects that had a
negative impact on a health. The other group includes indications, disease symptoms, beneficial effects and effects experienced not by the patient directly. We
developed a machine learning classifier with a set of features for resolving this
problem. We used word embedding features, including vector representation and
brown clusters trained on social media posts on the topic of health and drugs. We
will demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach on message-level and entitylevel classification. For message-level classification, we tested our approach on a
benchmark dataset of tweets named the Twitter corpus [16]. For entity-level, we
tested our approach on a benchmark dataset of user reviews named the CSIRO
Adverse Drug Event Corpus (CADEC) [17]. We used Logistic Regression and
Linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifiers. Our feature-rich classifiers
outperformed Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) designed for text classification [18] and a state-of-the-art approach based on SVM introduced by Sarker
et al. [16].
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we discuss related
work. In Section 3, we describe our classifier with hand-crafted features. Section
4 provides evaluation results. Section 5 concludes this paper.
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Related work

Many previous works have been devoted to the detection of ADR. In Social Media Mining Shared Task 2016 [19], the task 1 was to classify user posts whether
a user discusses ADRs. Participants were given a marked body of tweets on
the topic of health, their task was to determine whether there was information
about side effects in the text of the tweet or not. The winner system [20] is
based on Random Forest and used words, the co-occurrence of drug and side
effect, sentiment, negation, change in tweets tone and question in tweets features and obtained ADR class F-score of 41.95%. The second place system used
different configurations of Maximum Entropy Classifier and concept-matching
classier based on ADR lexicon and obtained ADR class F-measure of 41.82%
[21]. Ofoghi et. al. [22] introduced SVM-based classifier with a sentiment, emotion classes, mention from Unified Medical Language System (UMLS), chemicals/drugs/diseases lexicon based features and got ADR class F-measure of
35.8%. The fourth-placed system applied SVM classifier with syntactic, lexicon,
polarity and topic modeling based features and performed ADR class F-measure
of 33% [23]. The last system from top five also developed the SVM-based system
with n-Gram, word embedding, cluster, lexical features and obtained F-measure

of 31.74% [24]. SVM is the most popular text classification techniques, which has
been widely adopted in patient social media research [25–28]. Sarker et. al. [16]
tried Maximum Entropy model with n-gram, UMLS semantic types and concept
IDs, syn-set expansion, change phrases, ADR lexicon matches, SentiWordNet
scores, topic-based features and obtained ADR class F-measures of 81.2%, 53.8%
and 67.8% for Twitter1 , DailyStrength [28] and ADR corpora [29], respectively.
Liu et. al [30] developed a rule-based algorithm to identify adverse drug events
and event pairs from all related drugs. The classifier obtained macro-averaged
F-measure of 69.20%. Trung et. al. [31] introduced CNN for classification of
ADRs. CNN with pre-trained word embeddings showed better results over machine learning classifiers with macro-averaged F-measures of 51% and 87% on
Twitter [16] and the second corpus of adverse events [32], respectively.
As you can see, basically, for the task ADR classification, machine-learning
approaches were used with similar sets of features, including n-grams, ADR
lexicon, sentiment features, a presence of drugs, UMLS mentions. Only in [24]
were used embedding clusters features, trained with word2vec on unlabeled user
reviews about drugs, collected from Twitter and Daily Strength, and k-means
Clustering from [33].

3

The Proposed Method

We applied two machine learning models based on Linear SVM and Logistic Regression with entity-level and context-level sets of features. Entity-level features
were applied only for entity tokens. Context-level features were used within a
window of four words on each side of an entity, including the entity itself. For
tweets from the Twitter corpus, we applied the features described below to all
tokens in the tweets text. The methods were implemented with classes from the
scikit-learn library [34]: LinearSVC and Logistic Regression (with parameters
class weight=‘auto’ and penalty=‘l2’). The source code of our classifier can be
found here2 .
3.1

Features

Context-level features:
• Bag of words (bow): we used unigrams and bigrams.
• Part of Speech (PoS): we counted the number of nouns, verbs, adverbs and
adjectives.
• Sentiment features (sent): we applied state-of-the-art lexicon features for
sentiment analysis described in [35]. we used SentiWordNet [36], MPQA
Subjectivity Lexicon [37], Bing Liu's dictionaries [38].
• Pointwise mutual information (pmi): we counted PMI for the large corpus of
user reviews named the Health corpus collected from various resources and
described further. We used the PMI score as a feature.
1
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• Drugname and ADR presenting (drug adr): this is a binary vector of length
two. The first component of the vector shows the presence of the name of
the drug from FDA3 , the second is the presence of ADR effect from the
dictionary COSTART4 .
• Emoticons (emot): a binary vector of length 2, showing the presence of positive and negative emoticions.
Entity-level features:
• Word embedding (emb): we used vector representation trained on social
media posts from [39]. We calculated the average of the vectors of dimension
200 for each token and applied it as a feature.
• Cluster-based representation (cls): we used clusters computed in [39] with
Brown hierarchical clustering algorithm and represented each entity as a
binary vector of dimension 150.
• Semantic Types from Unified Medical Language System (umls): we used
UMLS version 2.0 and counted the number of tokens from each UMLS semantic types. UMLS semantic types are subject categories that provide a
categorization of all concepts represented in the UMLS. For example, clinical
drug, medical device, vitamin etc.
Word embedding vectors were obtained with using word2vec trained on unlabeled Health corpus consists of 1,180,080 reviews from askapatient.com5 , dailystrength.org6 , drugscom.com7 , amazon health-related dataset8 , webmd.com9 .
The parameters of word embeddings are vectors with size of 200, the length
of the local context of 10, the negative sampling of 5, vocabulary cutoff of 10,
Continuous Bag of Words model [39].

4

Experiments

In this section, we describe our experiments with feature-rich classifiers and deep
learning models.
4.1

Evaluation Datasets

We conducted experiments on CADEC [17] and Twitter corpora [16].
CADEC The CADEC corpus consists of annotated user reviews from the
askapatient.com medical forum. There are five types of annotations: drug, adverse effect, disease, symptom, and finding. The ‘drug’ label was given to all drug
3
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names in the text. All side effects that are directly related to the drug, which
was written about in the review, are annotated as ‘ADR’. The entity ‘disease’ is
the indication to taking the drug. The entity labeled as ‘symptom’ specifies the
indication disease. The label ‘finding’ was given to any side effects or symptoms,
which are not related to the patient, and for entities that annotators could not
establish belonging to one of the classes. We grouped diseases, symptoms and
findings as single class called ‘Other’. The corpus contains 6320 entities, 5770 of
them marked as ‘ADR’.
Twitter The Twitter corpus contains user tweets on the topic of health
and adopted from [16]. Each tweet labeled whether tweets text contains the
information about adverse drug reactions. Since the policy of Twitter does not
allow the publication of tweet texts in the public domain, the corpus consists of
a file containing the id tweet, the user id, and the class number. The creators
of the corpus published a script for downloading tweet texts. A fraction of the
tweets (36%) was no longer available on Twitter, which made our results are
not directly comparable to the ones of previous works. During pre-processing,
we removed all URLs, user mentions and symbols of re-tweets using the tweetpreprocessor package10 .
4.2

Baseline Methods

We compare our approach with two baselines:
– SVM from [16]: The developed method based on SVM with Linear kernel.
Features applied in this method incorporated 1,2,3-grams, synsets, sentiment, change phrases, ADR lexicon, topic-based features, the lengths of the
text segments in words, the presence of comparatives and superlatives adjectives and modal verbs. The synsets features consist of synonyms for each
adjective, noun or verb in a sentence obtained from WordNet. For sentiment
feature, the following dictionaries were used: SentiWordNet [36], MPQA Subjectivity Lexicon [37], Bing Liu’s dictionary [38]. The change phrases feature
presented a vector of dimension 4, where each component shows the number
of words belonging to ‘less’, ‘more’, ‘good’, ‘bad’ words dictionaries. ADR
lexicon feature used SIDER11 , Consumer Health Vocabulary12 , COSTART13
and DIEGO LAB14 dictionaries and consists of two parameters, the first
shows the token belonging to the ADR dictionary, the second number of tokens from the ADR dictionary. The topic-based feature consists of the topic
terms that appear in the instance and the sums of all the relevance scores
of the terms in each instance. We used the publicly available code of this
method15 .
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– CNN: in order to get local features from a review with CNNs we have used
multiple filters of different lengths [18]. Pooled features are fed to a fully
connected feed-forward neural network (with dimension 100) to make an inference, using rectified linear units as output activation. Then we apply a
softmax classifier with a number of outputs equals 2. We applied dropout
rate of 0.5 [40] to the fully connected layer. We trained CNN for 10 epochs
since CNN achieved lower results after ten epochs. Embedding layers are
trainable for all networks; this setting leads to a significant gain in performance. We set mini-batch size to 128 with the Adam optimizer [41]. We
found 97% and 84% of words in the vocabulary in the CADEC corpus and
the Tweet corpus, respectively, and for other words, the representations were
uniformly sampled from the range of embedding weights [42]. We used the
Keras library[43] for implementation. Both CNN and our classifier used the
same word embeddings trained on health-related comments from [39].

4.3

Results and Analysis

We performed pre-processing by lower-casing all words. We tested the methods
on the 5-folds cross validation. We computed macro-averaged recall (R), precision
(P) and F1 -measures (F). Table 1 presents the variances of the F1-measure in
our cross-validation results. We took the best configuration of features for each
model, bow, pos, sent, cls, umls for Linear SVM and all set of described features
for Logistic Regression model.
Table 1. 5-fold cross-validation performances of our feature-rich methods and baselines.
Method
SVM + best config.
Logistic Regression + best config.
CNN, [1, 2] filters
CNN, [1, 2, 3] filters
CNN, [2, 3, 4] filters
CNN, [1, 2, 3, 4] filters
CNN, [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] filters
Classifier from [16]
SVM + best config.
Logistic Regression + best config.
CNN, [1, 2] filters
CNN, [1, 2, 3] filters
CNN, [2, 3, 4] filters
CNN, [1, 2, 3, 4] filters
CNN, [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] filters
Classifier from [16]

Corpus
CADEC
CADEC
CADEC
CADEC
CADEC
CADEC
CADEC
CADEC
Twitter
Twitter
Twitter
Twitter
Twitter
Twitter
Twitter
Twitter

Folds (F1 -measure)
1
2
3
4
5 av. F
.783 .788 .817 .783 .846 .803
.787 .767 .791 .785 .782 .783
.760 .771 .792 .805 .784 .782
.740 .760 .770 .797 .777 .769
.771 .739 .799 .787 .757 .771
.765 .766 .773 .804 .785 .779
.796 .773 .768 .794 .787 .783
.645 .676 .737 .677 .703 .688
.683 .715 .706 .700 .709 .702
.711 .752 .747 .737 .738 .737
.628 .735 .739 .714 .695 .702
.635 .716 .726 .708 .725 .702
.692 .703 .722 .712 .651 .696
.695 .705 .749 .674 .642 .693
.677 .701 .725 .694 .693 .698
.676 .677 .691 .680 .698 .684

Table 2. Features impact evaluation on the CADEC and Twitter corpora with Linear
SVM and Logistic Regression models respectively with different groups of features.

Features
bow
bow, pos
bow, pos, sent
bow, pos, sent,
bow, pos, sent,
bow, pos, sent,
bow, pos, sent,
bow, pos, sent,
bow, pos, sent,

cls
cls,
cls,
cls,
cls,
cls,

CADEC
P
R
F
.827 .740 .775
.824 .743 .776
.823 .745 .777
.832 .776 .788
umls
.844 .773 .803
umls, pmi
.839 .770 .799
umls, pmi, emb
.822 .777 .797
umls, pmi, emb, drug adr
.842 .772 .802
umls, pmi, emb, drug adr, emot .812 .774 .792

Twitter
P
R
F
.642 .751 .666
.722 .682 .700
.719 .698 .708
.721 .708 .714
.721 .708 .714
.723 .710 .716
.730 .742 .736
.728 .745 .736
.729 .746 .737

The classification results (especially F1-measure) in Table 1 indicate the advantage of machine learning classifiers. The feature-rich SVM and Logistic Regression classifiers achieved best results on the CADEC corpus and the Twitter corpus, respectively. Therefore, classical machine learning approaches with
rich additional information can still outperform neural network approaches for
domain-specific problems like detection of adverse drug reactions.
We also investigated the effectiveness of features in Table 2. As can be seen
from the tables, Linear SVM with features obtained the maximum value of the
macro F-measure 80.3% on CADEC corpus and Logistic Regression got macro Fmeasure 73.7% on the Twitter corpus. For SVM, cluster-based features and umls
increase significantly the effectiveness of the classifier on the CADEC corpus. For
Logistic Regression, most significant feature is word embeddings.
We also investigated the effectiveness of different sentiment lexicons. The
sentiment feature was computed only for the Bing Liu’s lexicon since the full set
of sentiment lexicons didn’t improve the performance. We tried to extend our set
of features with ADR lexicons similar to [16]. We used COSTART16 , SIDER17
and DIEGO Lab ADR Lexicon from [16] with the best configurations of features.
The results of these experiments are presented in Table 3. According to these,
only COSTART lexicon improved classification results for Twitter corpus.The
possible explanation is that the dictionaries provide poor coverage of the corpora,
as shown in the Table 4
4.4

Error analysis

In this section, we present an analysis of classification errors. We looked at 150
examples of each type of errors and identified the main causes of errors with the
examples presented in the Table 5. The other cases are difficult to combine into
large groups, each of them requires more detailed consideration.
16
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Table 3. Lexicon features impact evaluation on the CADEC and Twitter corpora with
Linear SVM and Logistic Regression models respectively with groups of features with
the best results.
CADEC
Twitter
Lexicons
P
R
F
P
R
F
COSTART
.842 .767 .799 .729 .744 .736
SIDER
.840 .768 .799 .729 .739 .734
ADR Lexicon .844 .769 .801 .719 .698 .708

Table 4. Summary of statistics of considered lexicons
Corpus unigrams COSTART SIDER ADR lexicon
CADEC
3204
111
145
311
Twitter
11929
95
149
315

CADEC corpus
• ADR with pain word. Most errors are associated with the entities that include
word ‘pain’ (30%). If the word ‘pain’ was next to the words denoting negative sentiment, the system erroneously classified it as ‘Adverse’, however, it
becomes clear from the context that in this case, this is not an adverse drug
reaction. On the contrary, if the entity ‘pain’ was encountered in a positive
context, the system classified these cases as ‘Other’, but often in such cases,
the patient described his condition after he stopped taking the medicine and
the annotators labeled it as ‘Other’.
• Training set disbalance. Some errors appeared because of the disbalance in
the training set. For example, the entities: depression, swelling, headache,
cramps most often belong to the class ‘Adverse’, and the words inflamation,
fibromyalgia, MS are mostly classified as ‘Other’. The error associated with
this is more common for the case where the system incorrectly labeled entities
as Adverse (about 18%) and for another type of errors it is only 5%.
• ADR context. The presence of terms denoting the adverse drug reaction next
to the entity, caused the system to erroneously give the answer ‘Adverse’
instead of right ‘Other’. It caused 25% of errors.
Twitter corpus
• No ADR mention. The absence of mention of the concrete adverse effect is
the most common reason of the erroneous decision of our system to label
the tweet as ‘Other’. This is 40% of all cases. Sometimes such cases describe
a patient’s violation of a diet, in particular, alcohol consumption during the
drug taking, or overdose.
• Adverse drug context. The second most common error (about 40%) is associated with the mention of the drug and the side effects together in the text

•

•

•

•

of the tweet. While the system determined it to the ’Adverse’ class, the right
answer was ‘Other’ because the effects did not apply to the drug.
No ADR description. In 40% of erroneously classified tweets, users wrote
about the presence of ADR but did not describe them specifically. In this
case, the system classified this tweet as ‘Adverse’, however, in the gold file
such cases was annotated as ‘Other’.
Not own user experience. In 15% of cases, the user described the side effect of
the drug that he did not experience, in this cases our system also recognized
this tweet as ‘Adverse’, although, the correct answer was ‘Other’.
Positive side effect. If the adverse effect was identified as positive by user
the system defined the tweet in the category ’Other’ class, however in the
gold file it was labeled as ‘Adverse’ (10%).
No drug name. The lack of mention of the drug name also led to an error
when the system incorrectly classified a tweet to ‘Other’ (10%).

Table 5. Examples illustrating common reasons behind the misclassification

Review’s text
If I miss a day, headaches begin to creep in.
...depression worse, fibromyalgia much worse.
your tweets are depressing me. haha. paxil
...by an adverse reaction to the drug effexor.
...12 rivaroxaban diary: headache, right shoulder...
i’ve had no appetite since i started
on prozac, i guess that’s a good thing
nicotine lozenges. if i go cold turkey
i cant think (or see) straight ...
...feel like this fluoxetine is messing with
my perspective time

5

Corpus Classified as
Issues
CADEC
Adverse
Training set disbalance
CADEC
Other
Training set disbalance
Twitter
Adverse
adverse drug context
Twitter
Adverse
no ADR description
Twitter
Adverse
Not own user experience
Twitter

Adverse

Positive side effect

Twitter

Adverse

No drug name

Twitter

Other

No ADR mention

Conclusion

In this paper, we have focused on the ADR classification task. We have explored
Linear SVM and Logistic Regression classifiers with a rich set of features including sentiment and semantic features, word embeddings, and lexicon features.
We tested the proposed approach on two benchmark corpora of user reviews
and tweets and compared with the state-of-the-art classifier and convolutional
neural networks.
We demonstrated the superiority of machine learning approach as compared
to a convolutional neural network and another previously proposed approach.
The most improvement for ADR classification gave sentiment and word embedding features. We also showed that the features based on ADR lexicon do not

give significantly improve for classification results. The possible explanation is
that a dictionary of ADRs is specific for a particular group of drugs (e.g., weight
gain or loss is a side effect of depression treatment and the reason for taking
orexigenic drugs and appetite suppressants). Hence, in further work, we plan to
create drug-specific dictionaries and incorporate them into neural models.
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